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I. Introduction

They say you can’t have it both ways. Not so if you are a medical malpractice defendant and you don’t want to compare the fault of your fellow defendants until they have settled or been dismissed.

Kansas state courts are letting defendants assert comparative fault as a defense but avoid responding to written discovery questions regarding the defense. They are then letting defendants hedge their positions in the pretrial order by claiming that no one was at fault for the plaintiff’s injuries, but adopting the plaintiff’s contentions of fault against any defendant who later settles or is dismissed.

This best-of-both-worlds system, referred to in this article as “comparative fault hedging,” allows defendants to present a consistent message of no-fault, yet attack as negligent those who cannot be subject to a court judgment.

This collusive yet clever practice unfairly benefits defendants, unduly prejudices plaintiffs, and is harming our court system. For these reasons and more, this article will argue that comparative fault hedging is a practice that should be stopped. It will explain the practice; discuss the applicable rules of discovery; analyze its many harmful consequences; and provide a simple, practical, and fair solution.

II. Comparative Fault Hedging “Revealed”

The typical scenario is as follows: A plaintiff sues multiple defendants for medical malpractice, all of whom assert comparative fault as a defense. The plaintiff issues interrogatories and requests for admission regarding whose fault the defendant is comparing and what facts underlie the defense. The defendants each refuse to answer, claiming not enough information is available.

The plaintiff discloses her expert witnesses and reports, and the defendants later do the same. Depositions occur and the expert disclosures deadline passes, prohibiting any new expert opinions regarding fault. The defendants do not supplement their discovery answers.

The final pretrial conference occurs, and the defendants do not specify whose fault will be compared and what facts form the basis for the defense. Instead, they each request language in the pretrial order stating that the defendants believe no one was at fault for the plaintiff’s injuries, but if any defendant should settle or be dismissed, the remaining defendants will compare the fault of the former party using the plaintiff’s contentions of fault. The district court grants the request.

III. Rules of Discovery

Comparative fault or negligence is an affirmative defense for which the defendant has the burden of proof. K.S.A. 60-258a abolished contributory negligence, which barred recovery if the plaintiff was at all negligent and established comparative fault, which allows the plaintiff to recover damages if her negligence is less than the causal negligence of the defendants. It also states that each party is liable only in the proportion that his causal negligence “bears to the amount of negligence attributed to all parties against whom recovery is allowed.”
IV. The Harms of Hedging

A. Unfair Benefits to Defendants

Comparative fault hedging unfairly benefits defendants. First, it lets them have it both ways: multiple defendants can claim as a whole that no one is at fault for the plaintiff’s injuries, thus avoiding any fault comparisons among themselves. But it also allows defendants to switch their stories as soon as any defendant settle or is dismissed. From a strategic and professional perspective, medical malpractice defendants will not allege fault against each other. However, once a defendant is dismissed, his liability is erased and he becomes fair game. Furthermore, pointing to an empty chair seems more palatable.

This two-step strategy insulates party defendants from ever having to allege the others’ comparative fault and potentially increases the likelihood of a wholesale defense verdict, but also risks that a defendant may be held liable for more than his proportionate share of fault if the jury returns a verdict for the plaintiff.17

Second, comparative fault hedging allows defendants to assert comparative fault without proof. The defendants do not obtain their own comparative fault experts and are careful that their experts not address the fault of other defendants. Instead, if comparing fault becomes beneficial, the defendants will use the plaintiff’s expert reports, which detail the very allegations of fault the defendant needs to prove his affirmative defense.

Cherry-picking the plaintiff’s expert opinions allows the defendants to avoid the irony of hiring a comparative fault expert but claiming no one was at fault. It also is cheaper, because defendants need only invest resources to prove they were not at fault and need not devote time and money proving the fault of their fellow defendants.

Last, but certainly not least, comparative fault hedging allows defendants to subvert the Kansas Rules of Civil Procedure. Interrogatories and requests for admission are generally due within 30 days and must be supplemented as information becomes known. Defendants sidestep this requirement by claiming that not all information is available, even if all expert witness disclosures have been made and all comparative fault information is known. The interrogatory responses are thus evasive and incomplete and the requests for admission are not answered, but the defendants receive no penalty or sanction. If forced to answer pursuant to a motion to compel, the response will be a parity of what is embedded in their pretrial order contentions.

B. Undue Prejudice to Plaintiffs

While comparative fault hedging indirectly harms plaintiffs by benefiting defendants, it also causes clear and independent prejudice to plaintiffs. Comparative fault damage calculations can affect a plaintiff’s recovery, and affirmative defenses impact how a case should be presented to a jury.18 Hiding the comparative fault “ball” denies plaintiffs critical information about the defendants’ positions and prevents them from preparing for trial. Defendants face no such uncertainty, as plaintiff’s contentions of fact and law are defined in the pretrial order and not subject to arbitrary change.

It is erroneous to argue that plaintiffs are not prejudiced because comparative fault hedging may be foreshadowed in the pretrial order: the objective of the pretrial order is to define the issues of law and fact, not create conditional issues for trial.19 Furthermore, no party should endure “trial by surprise” when modern discovery rules are designed to give all parties a clear picture of each other’s case before trial.20

Comparative fault hedging also results in plaintiffs’ experts being used to support their opposing parties’ defenses. While it is not inherently unfair to use another party’s witness for one’s own benefit, it cannot be deemed fair for a defendant to rest on his laurels, knowingly fail to obtain any evidence to prove a defense for which he has the burden of proof, and then use his opponent’s expert witnesses to prove the comparative fault of a “phantom” defendant who was not identified in the pretrial order as one against whom fault would be compared.

Finally, while plaintiffs have many
trial strategies at their disposal, there is no equal and opposite strategy that mitigates the effect of comparative fault hedging. Plaintiffs may move to amend the pretrial order once a defendant is dismissed; however, such motions are at the mercy of the trial judge and at times are not granted.

C. Increased Court Workload
The practice of comparative fault hedging indirectly increases the workload of the judicial system. If defendants knew they could not hedge but would have to decide during discovery whether to assert comparative fault, they could not wait for another defendant to settle and then point the finger. If defendants could not compare fault when most convenient, those who may be less negligent would be more inclined to compare the fault of those who may be more negligent, increasing the possibility of settlement and reducing the court’s workload during all phases of the litigation.

V. Proposed Solution
The consequences of comparative fault hedging are complex and widespread, but the solution is simple: Require defendants to comply with the rules of civil procedure and supplement discovery requests as facts are made known.

For medical malpractice cases, courts should use expert disclosure dates as the baseline for comparative fault deadlines. When expert disclosures are complete, the parties have every opinion that may be used at trial to establish fault. The Kansas Rules of Civil Procedure require supplementation of responses to written discovery when this information is available, and it cannot be argued the defendants are waiting for further information when none will be available. Therefore, within a reasonable time after disclosures are complete, all parties should be required to respond to any discovery requests regarding fault. Furthermore, specific allegations of fault must be made as opposed to setting a condition subsequent, which is the current practice.

Because disclosure of comparative fault allegations should be made within a reasonable time after expert disclosures are complete, defendants should not be allowed to wait until the final pretrial conference to respond to written discovery regarding comparative fault. Moreover, defendants should not be allowed to include language in the pretrial order stating no one is at fault for the plaintiff’s injuries but adopting the plaintiff’s contentions of fault against any defendant who settles or is dismissed.

Kansas appellate courts have not addressed comparative fault hedging; the United States District Court for the District of Kansas has. In *Cuiksa v. Hallmark Hall of Fame Productions, Inc.*, the plaintiff was a service technician for D & D Rental, an equipment rental company. He was electrocuted when a boom lift he was working on struck a power line.

Cuiksa filed suit, and the defendants asserted comparative fault against “others not party to this lawsuit.” Cuiksa issued interrogatories and later obtained an order compelling their response. The defendants continued to claim the plaintiff was the only “other” party with whom they would compare fault.

At the final pretrial conference, the defendants proposed language comparing the fault of D & D Rental and the plaintiff’s supervisor. The magistrate sustained the plaintiff’s objection that the defendants’ attempt was untimely and inconsistent with previous discovery responses. The defendants unsuccessfully moved to amend the proposed pretrial order and filed objections to the denial, bringing the matter before the district court.

The court reviewed the magistrate’s decision de novo and affirmed, emphasizing that the defendants “had no less than three opportunities to specify that they were comparing the fault of [plaintiff’s supervisor] and D&D Rental, yet chose to remain silent.” The court also stated the defendants “sat on” their comparative fault assertions until the final pretrial conference, which prejudiced the plaintiff. The court was thus “unwilling to allow a party, under the guise of ‘trial strategy,’ to withhold discovery concerning an affirmative defense raised in its answer and then reintroduce the defense in the pretrial order.”

The defendants’ actions in *Cuiksa* are similar to comparative fault hedging in medical malpractice: both involve defendants who have information responsive to the plaintiff’s written discovery regarding comparative fault but fail to respond. In addition, both involve defendants who attempt to assert comparative fault at the final pretrial conference after not disclosing the assertions during discovery. *Cuiksa* differs from medical malpractice hedging in one important aspect, which further illustrates why its reasoning should be extended to medical malpractice cases. In *Cuiksa*, the defendants had evaded questions regarding comparative fault in discovery but stated their assertions at the final pretrial conference. The court held that withholding information during discovery was sufficient grounds to prevent the defendants from presenting the defenses at trial. Medical malpractice defendants are more deceptive, refusing to disclose their comparative fault assertions at the final pretrial conference and attempting to compare fault as soon as a party settles, which could occur during trial. The fact that medical malpractice defendants may “sit on” their assertions of comparative fault until trial has begun shows their actions are even more objectionable than the defendants’ in *Cuiksa*.

VI. Conclusion
Comparative fault hedging in medical malpractice cases should be prohibited. Kansas courts should not allow defendants to withhold discovery responses regarding comparative fault, state in the pretrial order that no one is at fault, yet adopt the plaintiff’s contentions of fault against any defendant who settles or is dismissed. Comparative fault hedging is unfairly beneficial to defendants, unduly prejudicial to plaintiffs, and impairs the function and credibility of our court system.

Kansas state courts should adopt the Kansas District Court’s reasoning in *Cuiksa v. Hallmark Hall of Fame Productions, Inc.* and rule that a defendant’s knowing failure to respond to discovery requests regarding comparative fault until another defendant
settles is prejudicial to plaintiffs and subject to penalty. Courts should require that both plaintiffs and defendants supplement discovery responses in accordance with the Kansas Rules of Civil Procedure and penalize those who willfully disregard those rules.
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